Killing of Indian soldiers evoke wide protest

*Excelsior Correspondent*

JAMMU: As the killing of five Indian soldiers by Pakistani armed desperados inside India has evoked wide spread condemnation with people in Jammu and other areas of Jammu and Kashmir today condemning the killing of five soldiers by Pakistanis and frequent terrorist violence.

People protest, block Budhal road

Excelsior Correspondent

RAJOURI, Aug 6: People from Budhal area and victims of Mahan Gaali protest demonstration and disrupted movement of traffic in Rajouri-Budhal road for about six hours today.

The villagers came out on the road in a movement and were only allowed to pass after some houses suffered damage due to rain and landslides. They alleged that during road widening, the CRDFl officials indulged in massive cutting of trees. They also alleged that their houses suffered damages due to cutting of trees.

A three-member delegation of Budhal area approached CRDFl officials today in the matter and demanded that cutting of trees should be stopped until their grievances are redressed.

A protest was held at Budhal today led by Vikas Choudhary, president Budhal area Panchayat and Bajrang Dal district president Karan Singh. The protesters shouted anti-Pakistan slogans and called for a befitting reply to Pakistan for their recent attack.

Rana terms trifurcation demand as anti-national

Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, August 7: In a press conference at Jaganoo, here, this morning, Balwinder Singh Rana terms trifurcation demand as anti-national.

Terming Panthers Party as even if it meant compromising with the minorities the people had given them. He alleged the Panthers leadership for ignoring the developmental needs of their own.

Sena, VHP protest against the Pakistani army in Poonch Sector

Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, Aug 6: The killing of five Indian Army soldiers by the Pakistani army in Poonch Sector has evoked wide spread condemnation with people in Jammu and other areas of Jammu and Kashmir today condemning the killing of five soldiers by Pakistanis and frequent terrorist violence.

People protest, block Budhal road

Excelsior Correspondent

RAJOURI, Aug 6: People from Budhal area and victims of Mahan Gaali protest demonstration and disrupted movement of traffic in Rajouri-Budhal road for about six hours today.

The villagers came out on the road in a movement and were only allowed to pass after some houses suffered damage due to rain and landslides. They alleged that during road widening, the CRDFl officials indulged in massive cutting of trees. They also alleged that their houses suffered damages due to cutting of trees.

A three-member delegation of Budhal area approached CRDFl officials today in the matter and demanded that cutting of trees should be stopped until their grievances are redressed.

A protest was held at Budhal today led by Vikas Choudhary, president Budhal area Panchayat and Bajrang Dal district president Karan Singh. The protesters shouted anti-Pakistan slogans and called for a befitting reply to Pakistan for their recent attack.

Rana terms trifurcation demand as anti-national

Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, August 7: In a press conference at Jaganoo, here, this morning, Balwinder Singh Rana terms trifurcation demand as anti-national.

Terming Panthers Party as even if it meant compromising with the minorities the people had given them. He alleged the Panthers leadership for ignoring the developmental needs of their own.